THE FLIGHT TO INDIA
"At Jodhpur there is a pleasing melange of old time Rajput
hospitality with that camaraderie which goes with the airmen
of all countries.
"Almost under the shadow of the great castle on the cliffs
the Maharaja has built a modern airport and one that is probably
the best in Southern Asia. The landing-field possesses a level
surface well defined and with modern hangars able to shelter the
big Fokker liners of the Royal Dutch Air Line and of the
French Company on their long flights to Saigon and Java.
"The Jodhpur Flying Club has a spacious club house and each
evening finds it full of enthusiastic pupils and instructors, both
Rajput and European. Throughout the State a network of
regular landing-grounds has been prepared whose white circles
greet the eye of the air traveller.
"Adjacent to the airport is a guest house replete with modern
comforts.
"The next day saw us early in the air on our way over the
desert to Delhi.
"Now in these few hundred miles we were no longer in sight
of the frontier hills to the westward. The long straight lines of
the Sind canals were behind us and we flew for hour after hour
over immense deserts. Here and there we could see the fine,
almost imperceptible line marking the course of the narrow-
gauge railway, and every now and then a village of huts ringed
round with a formidable thorn fence as a protection against
wild animals. Occasionally, athwart our course would appear
the straight line of a stark rugged range of hills, the highest rocky
crag crowned with an ancient castle.
"Round towers speckled with arrow slits flanked the ancient
gateways; we could almost imagine cavalcades of Rajput
knights in chain mail on plumed horses riding in beneath the
two-fold roar of our Pegasus engines.
"As the day wore on the desert gradually softened its austerity.
Clumps of greener trees, larger villages appeared then a blur on
the northern horizon beneath the immaculate blue of the sky. It
became distinct and we then found ourselves flying towards the

